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Abstract

We study the problem of few-shot physically-aware artic-
ulated mesh generation. By observing an articulated object
dataset containing only a few examples, we wish to learn
a model that can generate diverse meshes with high vi-
sual fidelity and physical validity. Previous mesh generative
models either have difficulties in depicting a diverse data
space from only a few examples or fail to ensure physical
validity of their samples. Regarding the above challenges,
we propose two key innovations, including 1) a hierarchi-
cal mesh deformation-based generative model based upon
the divide-and-conquer philosophy to alleviate the few-shot
challenge by borrowing transferrable deformation patterns
from large scale rigid meshes and 2) a physics-aware de-
formation correction scheme to encourage physically plau-
sible generations. We conduct extensive experiments on
6 articulated categories to demonstrate the superiority of
our method in generating articulated meshes with better
diversity, higher visual fidelity, and better physical valid-
ity over previous methods in the few-shot setting. Further,
we validate solid contributions of our two innovations in
the ablation study. Project page with code is available at
meowuu7.github.io/few-arti-obj-gen.

1. Introduction

Generative models have aroused a wide spectrum of in-
terests in recent years for their creativity and broad down-
stream application scenarios [29, 30, 34, 17, 8, 26]. Spe-
cific to 3D generation, a variety of techniques such as de-
noising diffusion [23, 42, 6, 39] have also been discussed
for a while. Among them, mesh generation is indeed im-
portant since the mesh representation can support a wider
range of downstream applications such as rendering and
physical simulation compared to other representations such
as point clouds. Existing works mainly focus on generat-
ing meshes for whole objects [8, 26, 6, 19, 30] considering
without modeling object functionalities at all. Besides, they
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Figure 1. Overview. We present a hierarchical mesh deformation-
based generative model to solve the challenging yet important few-shot
physically-aware articulated mesh generation problem. It tackles the few-
shot challenge by borrowing shared convex level deformation patterns
from large-scale rigid meshes and incorporates a deformation correction
scheme to further enhance the model’s ability to generate physically real-
istic meshes.

mainly rely on reconstructing meshes from other kinds of
representations such as implicit fields [8, 6, 19] instead of
generating meshes directly. In this work, we go one step
further and consider mesh generation for articulated objects
that can support physically realistic articulations. This not
only helps understand the object distribution in real-world
assets, but also allows an intelligent agent to learn segment-
ing [20, 22], tracking [36], reasoning [10] and manipulat-
ing [38] articulated objects through a simulation environ-
ment. We focus on the articulated mesh generative model
that can generate object meshes with diverse geometry, high
visual fidelity, and correct physics.

Training a generative model on publicly available articu-
lated mesh datasets to depict a diverse physically-plausible
data space not limited to training assets presents two main
challenges to the methodology. First, existing articulated
object datasets are usually very restricted in scale. For ex-
ample, the PartNet-Mobility Dataset [37] contains an av-
erage of 51 meshes per category. This naturally requires
a few-shot generative model to learn from a very limited
number of meshes. Adapting previous approaches imme-
diately without carefully considering the few-shot nature
would lead to models suffering from poor generative abil-
ity. Second, we need to pursue physically plausible gen-
eration to ensure the generated meshes are not only visu-
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ally appealing but also functionally sound to support correc-
tion articulation functions, i.e., attached parts without self-
penetrations in the full articulation range.

Despite recent advancements in mesh generation com-
munity such as a wide variety of models proposed in exist-
ing works [8, 41, 6, 33, 19], they are typically challenged by
the following difficulties and always fail to solve our prob-
lem: 1) Lack of the ability to learn a wide data space not
limited to training shapes in the few-shot setting. 2) Dif-
ficulty in modeling crucial object-level shape constraints
imposed by the functionality of articulated objects. Fail-
ure to consider these requirements would result in physi-
cally unrealistic samples [8, 6, 26]. Modeling such physi-
cal constraints for articulated meshes is a non-trivial task,
as it requires accounting for diverse penetration phenomena
caused by different types of articulation motions. To our
best knowledge, we are the first that presents a valid frame-
work to address such two difficulties for articulated mesh
generation.

Our work designs a hierarchical mesh deformation-based
generative model that tackles the aforementioned chal-
lenges using two key innovations: (1) Hierarchical mesh
deformation with transfer learning. We introduce an object-
convex shape hierarchy and learn the hierarchical articu-
lated mesh generative model. The model is trained by
first learning the deformation-based generative model at the
leaf convex level and then synchronizing individual convex-
level deformation spaces at the root level. We identify that
different categories tend to share convex-level deformation
patterns and leverage this insight to learn and transfer rich
deformation prior from large-scale rigid datasets to expand
the model’s generative capacity. (2) Physics-aware defor-
mation correction. To address self-penetrations of deformed
articulated meshes during mesh articulation, we further in-
troduce a deformation correction scheme. It is composed of
an auxiliary loss penalizing self-penetrations during mesh
articulation and a collision response-based shape optimiza-
tion strategy. By integrating this scheme into the hierar-
chical mesh deformation model, we successfully guide the
model to generate more physically realistic deformations,
resulting in physically correct articulated meshes finally.

We conduct extensive experiments on 6 categories from
the PartNet-Mobility dataset [37] for evaluation. As demon-
strated by both the quantitative and qualitative results, we
can consistently outperform all baseline methods regarding
the fidelity, diversity and physical plausibility of generated
meshes, e.g., an average of 10.4% higher coverage ratio,
43.7% lower minimum matching distance score, and 26.5%
lower collision score. Ablation studies further validate the
value of our design in deformation pattern transfer learn-
ing, the hierarchical mesh generation approach, and the ef-
fectiveness as well as the versatility of our physics-aware
correction scheme.

Our key contributions are as follows: (1) We present
the first solution, to our best knowledge, for the challenging
yet important few-shot physically-aware articulated mesh
generation problem with two effective and non-trivial tech-
nical innovations. (2) We propose a hierarchical mesh
deformation-based generative model based upon the divide-
and-conquer philosophy. This design allows us to learn a
diverse data space by borrowing shared deformation pat-
terns from large-scale rigid object datasets. (3) We propose
a physics-aware deformation correction scheme to encour-
age the hierarchical generative model to produce physically
realistic deformations, resulting in improved physical valid-
ity of the generated samples. This scheme can also be effec-
tively integrated into other deformation-based mesh genera-
tive models, thereby enhancing the physical validity of their
samples as well.

2. Related Works

Mesh generative models. There have been vast and long
efforts in devising 3D mesh generative models [26, 8, 41,
6, 21, 35]. Their techniques can be mainly categorized
into three genres: 1) direct surface generation [26], 2)
deformation-based mesh generation [21, 35], and 3) hybrid
representation-based generation [8, 41]. Though methods
of the first type exhibit obvious merits such as synthesiz-
ing high-quality n-gon meshes, they always suffer from lim-
ited generative ability and cannot scale for complex objects.
In contrast, deformation-style mesh generation models de-
form source shapes for new samples which naturally spares
the efforts for mesh structure generation, while restricted
by poor flexibility. The third strategy separates the mesh
surface structure generation problem from the content gen-
eration, which offers them with powerful generative ability.
However, the quality of their samples is coupled with the
power of their surface reconstruction techniques [27, 31]. In
this work, we leverage mesh deformation as our generation
technique for articulated mesh synthesis, taking advantages
of its ability to produce high-quality samples. Instead of
deforming whole objects or parts directly, we design a hi-
erarchical deformation strategy to enhance the deformation
flexibility and to enrich the data space by borrowing defor-
mation patterns shared across categories from large scale
rigid meshes.

Few-shot generation. Along with the flourishing image
generative models emerged in recent years, the few-shot im-
age generation has been widely explored as well [12, 9, 11,
13, 2]. It wishes to create more data given only a few ex-
amples from a novel category that is both diverse in content
and semantically consistent with the target category. At the
high level, their basic philosophy is to design proper ap-
proaches such that the model can benefit from large base
datasets for generation, like local fusion [9], latent vari-
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ables matching [11, 3]. adversarial delta matching [12].
In this work, we leverage transfer learning to adapt shape
patterns from large-scale rigid datasets to target articulated
categories. Devising methods in this way requires us to find
correct intermediates on which shape patterns are cross-
category transferrable. Instead of directly using whole ob-
jects or articulated parts, we choose convexes as such in-
termediates. Transferring knowledge at this level presents
further difficulties in fusing them together in a geometri-
cally consistent way and in synthesizing physically realistic
meshes while mainting visual diversity at the same time.

Physics-aware machine learning. Our work is also re-
lated to physics-aware machine learning [28, 10, 14, 24,
32, 25, 18], and mostly relevant to physically-aware gen-
erative models. To ensure physical validity of generated
shapes, typical solutions choose either offline simulations
for training data filtering [32] or online simulations leverag-
ing the development of differentiable simulators [7, 15, 16]
or by designing online simulation layers [24]. Generating
physically-plausible articulated objects presents new chal-
lenges considering self-penetrations during mesh articula-
tion that are more complex than stability issues caused by
gravity for rigid objects. Our method integrates the physi-
cal supervision and a shape optimization strategy. The opti-
mization transforms part shapes to resolve self-penetration
issues. High-dimensional and complex shape deformations
are involved in the process, different from linear fixing op-
erations considered in [10].

3. Method

The problem we are targeting is the few-shot physically-
aware articulated mesh generation. Given a set of articu-
lated meshes from the category of interest, we would like
to learn a conditional generative model which could deform
an articulated mesh from the same category into a wide va-
riety of shapes. This conditional generation setup allows
generating a large number of physically-plausible articu-
lated meshes from a few examples while avoiding the need
to generate the mesh structure. However, it leaves several
challenges to address including how to accurately repre-
sent complex shape deformation spaces from a few exam-
ples and how to ensure that the generated meshes support
physically-realistic articulations.

Regarding the first challenge, our idea is to learn the de-
formation space via borrowing knowledge from other object
categories. This seemingly simple idea is not trivial to re-
alize though since we need to figure out what knowledge
is transferrable. We present a hierarchical mesh deforma-
tion strategy to allow deformation prior to transfer at a local
convex segment level while still maintaining the deforma-
tion consistency at the global shape level. Regarding the
second challenge, we introduce a physics-aware deforma-

tion correction scheme to avoid unwanted artifacts such as
self-penetrations during mesh articulation.

In the following, we will provide a pipeline overview in
Section 3.1. Then we will explain our hierarchical mesh de-
formation strategy and our physics-aware deformation cor-
rection scheme in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 respectively.

3.1. Overview

Given a small set of articulated meshes A from a cer-
tain category of interest with the same number of parts and
joints, sharing a known kinematic chain, our method wishes
to learn a conditional generative model depicting a diverse
and plausible articulated shape space. We adopt the divide-
and-conquer philosophy and develop a hierarchical defor-
mation scheme with transfer learning to tackle the difficulty
of few-shot generation. Instead of learning at the whole
shape level, we structure each articulated shape into an
object-convex hierarchy and solve the generation problem
via two steps. We first learn a generative model depicting
a diverse shape space at the lowest convex level by borrow-
ing common shape patterns from large rigid mesh datasets,
denoted as B. Convexes, with small cross-category distribu-
tion gap, serve as good intermediates for transferring com-
mon shape prior. After that, we devise a synchronization
strategy that composes convex deformations consistently to
form valid object shapes. Besides, a physics-aware correc-
tion scheme is developed to avoid physically-unnatural phe-
nomena such as self-penetrations. Our overall pipeline is
shown in Figure 2.

Specifically, we first decompose the conditional mesh a
into approximately convex segments Ca, forming an object-
convex hierarchy. Then, on the leaf level, we learn to de-
form each convex c ∈ Ca through a convex-level condi-
tional generative model gC(zc|c) where zc is the noise pa-
rameter corresponding to convex c. Finally, on the root
level, we synchronize the convex deformations by replac-
ing the convex-dependent noise parameter zc with Scz,
where Sc is a linear transformation and z is a synchronized
noise parameter shared among all convexes. This aligns
the noise space of different convexes to form a coherent
deformation for the whole mesh. The above hierarchical
deformation strategy can be mathematically represented as
g(z|a) = {gC(Scz|c)|c ∈ Ca}.

During the training time, we first leverage existing unsu-
pervised shape segmentation tools BSP-Net [5] to decom-
pose meshes in both A and B into approximately convex
segments CA and CB. Since BSP-Net decomposes shapes
consistently for each category, we can naturally identify
corresponding convexes within CA or CB. We can then pre-
train a convex-level conditional generative model gC(zc|c)
on CB modeling how corresponding convexes could deform
into each other among the large-scale rigid meshes. We
then fine-tune the pre-trained model gC(zc|c) on convexes
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Figure 2. Framework overview for our few-shot physically-aware articulated mesh generation. In this figure, yellow blocks represent modules
with learnable weights optimized during pre-training. Orange blocks contain weights optimized during fine-tuning. Gray blocks contain no learnable
weights. Convexes of the same color are of the same type. Our framework consists of a hierarchical mesh deformation scheme that learns and transfers
diverse shared deformation patterns from large-scale rigid datasets at the convex level. We also propose a convex deformation synchronization strategy to
combine individual convex-level deformation spaces into the object-level space. Furthermore, we introduce a physics-aware deformation correction strategy
to address self-penetrations in synthesized articulated meshes.

in CA and at the same time estimate the noise synchroniza-
tion transformation Sc. We further exploit an additional
physics-aware deformation correction scheme to improve
the physical validity of generated articulated shapes. It con-
sists of 1) an auxiliary loss penalizing self-penetrations to
provide physical supervision and 2) a collision response-
based shape optimization strategy to encourage the model
to generate physically realistic meshes. The auxiliary loss
is incorporated into the training pipeline. While the shape
optimization scheme functions at both the training time and
the test time.

3.2. Hierarchical Mesh Deformation

Given an input articulated mesh a and its corresponding
approximately convex segments Ca, our hierarchical mesh
deformation model g(z|a) = {gC(Scz|c)|c ∈ Ca} con-
sists of a convex-level conditional generative model gC as
well as a series of synchronization transformations {Sc}.
We propose to learn the model at the lowest convex level
gC following a transfer learning paradigm so that convex-
level shape patterns can easily transfer across different cat-
egories. Given a reference mesh a, the hierarchical defor-
mation first synthesizes new convex shapes via gC . A de-
formation synchronization strategy is developed to handle
the resulting deformation inconsistency issue across differ-
ent convexes to form a valid object shape.

Convex-level conditional generative model. We propose
to leverage mesh deformation to characterize the convex-
level conditional generative model. For a convex mesh seg-
ment c containing Nc vertices, the conditional generative
model gC(zc|c) should be able to produce diverse and real-
istic vertex-level deformation offset dc ∈ RNc×3 when we
sample different noise parameters zc.

The convex deformation dc lies in a high-dimensional
space which varies from convex to convex, prohibiting the
knowledge transfer across different convexes. We therefore
reparametrize dc using two tricks inspired by [40, 21]: 1)
using cages to control per-vertex deformation; 2) using dic-

tionaries to record the common deformation modes.
In particular, for each convex c, we use a coarse trian-

gle mesh (a cage) tc enclosing c to control the deformation
of convex c [40]. The cage tc usually contains much less
vertices compared with the convex c so that its distribution
is easier to be modeled. The deformation dc of the convex
c can be easily computed as a linear transformation of the
deformation dtc of cage tc: dc = Φcdtc . Here Φc is an
interpolation matrix based upon the generalized barycentric
coordinates of convex c with respect to cage tc. We deform
a template mesh based upon the shape of each convex to
form the cages which we defer the details to supp.

To further reduce the deformation parametrization, we
represent the cage deformation dtc as a linear combination
of K deformation bases Bc = [b1

c ... b
K
c ] as dtc = Bczc,

where zc is a K-dimensional deformation coefficient. Here
each deformation basis bc represents a common deforma-
tion pattern and all the bases span the deformation space
of cage tc and therefore convex c. Representing deforma-
tion spaces via deformation bases can effectively reduce the
dimension of shape space compared to other alternatively
such as utilizing latent vectors.

A few-shot deformation learning paradigm. Given the
above deformation reparametrizations, learning the convex-
level conditional generative model for each convex c boils
down to learning the deformation bases Bc as well as the
distribution of deformation coefficient zc. For deformation
bases, we employ a neural network ψθ(·) to predict from
convex shapes. It takes a given convex c as input and out-
puts its deformation bases, i.e., Bc = ψθ(c). We then op-
timize the deformation coefficient zĉc for each convex ĉ in
correspondence to c from the current available dataset. The
distribution of zc is then a mixture of Gaussian fit by the re-
sulting deformation coefficients {zĉc}. We further leverage
a transfer learning approach that transfers deformation pri-
ors learned in large-scale rigid dataset to target datasets at
the convex level based on the observation that the convex-
level deformations usually show similar patterns across cat-
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egories, e.g., a slab gets thicker or a strip gets enlongated.
Therefore we can learn a diverse deformation space from a
few examples.

We pre-train gC(zc|c) on the large-scale rigid mesh
dataset B and fine-tune it on each target articulated dataset
A. In particular, at the pre-training time, given a set of
rigid meshes B from large-scale online repositories as well
as the corresponding convexes CB, we first identify pairs
of convexes in correspondence {(c, ĉ)|c, ĉ ∈ CB} from the
same-category shapes, e.g., the noses of two different air-
planes. These correspondences come as a result of some
off-the-shelf unsupervised co-segmentation algorithms [5].
We then optimize gC(zc|c) by alternatively optimizing the
deformation coefficient set {zĉc|c, ĉ ∈ CB}, and the neural
network ψθ(·). To optimize {zĉc}, we fix {Bc} and opti-
mize each zĉc by minimizing the Chamfer Distance (CD),
also denoted as dCD(·, ·), between the deformed convex c
and the target ĉ. Then we optimize {Bc} by fixing deforma-
tion coefficients {zĉc} and minimizing average CD between
deformed c and the target ĉ for each pair (c, ĉ), which leads
to the convex deformation loss LC at the training time:

LC =
1

|CB|
∑

c,ĉ∈CB

dCD(gC(zc|c, zc = zĉc), ĉ). (1)

After the above alternative optimization, the distribution of
zc for each convex c is modeled by a mixture of Gaussian
distribution fit to the final coefficient set {zĉc |ĉ ∈ CB}. At
the fine-tuning time, gC(z|c) is further optimized via the
same procedure by the convex correspondence set CA of the
target dataset A.
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Figure 3. Synchronization Process. The left part illustrates the de-
composed convexes and source cages of the input eyeglass frame. The
right part visualize synchronization matrices (a 4× 4 matrix here for each
cage), cages deformed by bases before synchronization (left two columns),
and cages deformed by synchronized bases (right two columns).
Convex deformation synchronization. After learning the
conditional generative model for each convex c, the next
step is to compose all the deformation spaces for the whole
mesh a. Since for each convex c, gC(zc|c) exploits a sep-
arate set of deformation bases Bc, the noise parameter zc
varies its meaning from convex to convex. As a result, if
we draw independent noise parameters for each convex, the

outcoming deformations could easily contradict with each
other, failing the whole mesh-level deformation. To tackle
this issue, we synchronize different deformation bases Bc

with linear transformations Sc so that a single noise param-
eter z can be shared across all convexes.

Formally speaking, given a set of articulated object
meshes A from a certain category and an articulated mesh
a ∈ A, assuming the mesh is segmented into M convexes
{cm}Mm=1 and each convex is equipped with a deformation
model gC(zcm |cm), our goal is to replace zcm with Scmz so
that sampling the shared noise parameter z results in a glob-
ally consistent mesh deformation. To compute the synchro-
nization transformation Scm , we consider the deformation
from a to other articulated meshes ai ∈ A. In particular, for
each ai, we optimize for a set of deformation coefficients
{yi

m} so that each convex cm in mesh a could deform into
the corresponding convex cim in mesh ai following the de-
formation model gC(zcm |cm, zcm = yi

m). We can then esti-
mate the synchronization transformations {Scm} by solving
the following optimization problem:

minimize
{Scm},{zi}

|A|∑
i=1

M∑
m=1

∥BcmScmzi −Bcmyi
m∥2, (2)

where Bcm is the deformation bases of convex cm and zi is
a global deformation coefficient from mesh a to ai shared
across all convexes. We solve the above optimization prob-
lem via alternatively optimizing the synchronization trans-
formations {Scm} and the global deformation coefficients
{zi}:

• Fix {Scm}, optimize each global deformation coeffi-
cient zi from a to ai via Algorithm 2. It takes the con-
vex deformation bases {Bcm}, current synchroniza-
tion transformations {Scm}, convex deformation co-
efficients {yi

m} as input, and outputs the optimized zi.
• Fix {zi}, optimize each synchronization transforma-

tion Scm for each convex cm via Algorithm 1. It takes
the convex deformation bases {Bcm}, current global
deformation coefficients {zi}, convex deformation co-
efficients {yi

m} as input, and outputs the optimized
Scm .

Source Shape Convex Cages Deformed Cages Deformed Part

w/o Sync.

w/ Sync.

Figure 4. Synchronization’s Effectiveness. The synchronized deforma-
tion bases can consistently transform each convex for a valid part shape
(upper row), while those before the synchronization fail (bottom row).
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Algorithm 1 Synchronization transformation matrices
optimization.
Input: Deformation bases for each convex {Bcm}. Global deformation

coefficients {zi} from a to other articulated meshes {ai}. Deforma-
tion coefficients {yi

m} from each convex cm to the corresponding
convex of the articulated mesh ai.

Output: Synchronization transformation matrix Scm of the convex cm.
1: Z← Stack({zi})
2: Ym ← Stack({yi

m})
3: [U,Σ,VT ]← SVD(Z)
4: [Um,Σm,VT

m]← SVD(Ym)
5: Scm ← UmΣmVT

mVΣ+UT

6: return Scm

Algorithm 2 Global deformation coefficients optimiza-
tion. “lsq” denotes the least square solver.
Input: Deformation bases for each convex {Bcm}. Synchronization

transformations {Scm}. Deformation coefficients yi
m from each con-

vex cm to the corresponding convex of the articulated mesh ai.
Output: Global deformation coefficients zi from a to ai.
1: Szi ← ∅
2: for m = 1 to M do
3: ẑim ← lsq(Scm , zim)
4: Szi ← Szi ∪ {ẑim}
5: zi = Average(Szi )
6: return zi

As an intuitive illustration of the synchronization process,
we select the example of synchronizing the eyeglass frame’s
convex deformations (with 2 convexes and 4 deformation
bases for each convex) and visualize the process (detailed
to the cage level) in Figure 3. The synchronized deforma-
tion bases can transform two convexes more consistently
and symmetrically than those before synchronization (an
example on deformed part shapes is shown in Figure 4).

After deformation synchronization, the distribution of
the shared noise parameter z can be simply set as a mixture
of Gaussian fit to the optimized global deformation coeffi-
cients {zi}.

3.3. Physics-Aware Deformation Correction

Based upon the above design, our hierarchical deforma-
tion model can then synthesize a deformed mesh a via the
noise parameter z by taking a source articulated mesh as
input. However, we may frequently observe physically un-
natural self-penetrations when articulating a. To encourage
the model to produce physically valid articulated meshes,
we further propose a physics-aware deformation correction
scheme, which serves two purposes: 1) to optimize the
weights of the generative model to produce deformations
that are more physically realistic and 2) to optimize the
shape a to improve its physical validity. To accomplish this,
we draw inspiration from previous works on stable rigid ob-
ject generation [24, 25] and develop an online articulation
simulation process that places a into K different articula-
tion states sequentially, denoted as Sim(a) = {ak}Kk=1. The

articulation state sequence is designed by hand particularly
for each category. We then utilize the physical supervision
and a shape optimization strategy to guide the network to
generate physically realistic articulated meshes. We will
elaborate them in the following text.

Physical supervision. To provide physical supervision for
articulated mesh generative models requires us to design
stability signals to measure physically unstable phenomena,
for which we mainly consider self-penetrations during mesh
articulation. We therefore devise a metric named average
penetration depth (APD) measuring the magnitude of each
vertex penetrating through other parts during the articula-
tion simulation process. It is also referred as Lphy when we
treat it as a loss. Formally, Lphy = 1

K

∑K
k=1 PeneD(ak),

where PeneD(ak) measures self-penetrations in a single ar-
ticulation state. We defer details of Lphy to the supp.

One way to provide physical guidance for the network
is to utilize the physical stability signal Lphy as an auxil-
iary loss to supervise the network training. However, phys-
ically unnatural phenomena of articulated meshes during
mesh articulation are more diverse and complex than that of
rigid objects caused by diverse part geometric appearance
and wide articulation variations. Directly exploring phys-
ical supervision to guide the network optimization is not
sufficient to regularize the network to produce physically
realistic deformations. Therefore we further develop a colli-
sion response-based shape optimization strategy to improve
the physical realism of the generated mesh a. Then we first
optimize a for several times to reduce self-penetrations and
then use it to calculate Lphy for network optimization.

Collision response-based shape optimization. To real-
ize the vision of resolving self-penetrations via optimiz-
ing shapes, we draw inspirations from collision response
strategies and devise a heuristic penetration resolving strat-
egy that projects penetrated vertices onto the surface of the
mesh. To guide such projection, we devise an algorithm
that calculates ProjD(a) whose gradient over each pene-
trated vertex in a informs how to project it to resolve pen-
etrations. Then averaging the ProjD(ak) over each articu-
lation state {ak} yields the projection loss, i.e., Lproj =
1
K

∑K
k=1 ProjD(simk(a)). By iteratively using Lproj to up-

date the global deformation coefficient z of the mesh, we
can optimize the shape a to mitigate self-penetrations. At
the training time, Lproj is used to optimize deformation
coefficients z for several iterations at first (i.e., 5 iterations),
followed by leveraging Lphy calculated on the optimized
shape to update network weights. Test-Time Adaptation
(TTA). During the test time, only Lproj is iteratively ap-
plied to refine the result (i.e., for 10 iterations).
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Figure 5. Qualitative evaluation on few-shot articulated mesh generation. For every four shapes, the leftmost one (highlighted by blue rectangles)
is the reference shape from the training dataset, while the remaining three are conditionally generated samples. Object categories from top to down are
Eyeglasses, Scissors, TrashCan, and Lamp respectively.

Original

Projected

Original

Projected

Original

Projected

𝑡! 𝑡"

Original
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Figure 6. Visual evaluation on the effectiveness of the physics-aware
projection strategy. For every two lines, the upper line draws shapes with-
out such correction while the second line draws corrected shapes.

4. Experiments

We evaluate our model on 6 articulated object categories
to test its few-shot generation ability for articulated objects.

Datasets. We evaluate our method on 6 categories selected
from PartNet-Mobility [37] dataset following previous stan-

Source Target Neural Cages DeepMetaHandles Ours

Figure 7. Visual comparison on model’s target-driven deformation
ability.

Figure 8. Visual evaluation on synchronized convex-level deforma-
tion bases. The first line draws the template shape with deformation di-
rections of synchronized deformation bases, while the following two lines
are deformed shapes by their corresponding bases. Arrows are drawn to
highlight the deformation direction.

dard [20], namely Storage Furniture, Eyeglasses, Scissors,
Oven, Lamp, and TrashCan. We select 9947 instances
from ShapeNet [4] dataset, covering four categories: Ta-
ble, Chair, Lamp, and Airplane for convex-level deforma-
tion pre-training. For each test category, we split it into a
few-shot training set with 5 instances and a test set contain-
ing the remaining instances. For more details, please refer
to the supplementary material.

Baselines. We compare our method to PolyGen [26],
an auto-regressive style mesh generative model and Deep-
MetaHandles [21], a deformation-based mesh generative
model. To further adapt them for articulated object genera-
tion, we design a part-by-part generation approach for each
of them and we defer details to the supp.

Metrics. We employ two kinds of metrics for evaluation:
1) metrics for mesh generative models following previsou
literature [21, 23, 1], that is the minimum matching dis-
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tance (MMD), coverage (COV), 1-NN classifier accuracy
(1-NNA), and Jenson-Shannon divergence (JSD) [39]; and
2) average penetration depth (APD) for physical validity
evaluation. The MMD score evaluates the fidelity of the
generated samples and COV detects mode collapse and
measures the diversity of generated samples. The 1-NNA
score is computed by testing the generated samples and the
reference instances by a 1-NN classifier. We introduce it
following [23]. The classifier is not a network but clas-
sifies shapes into “reference” or “training” class based on
the Nearest Neighbour. The JSD score computes the sim-
ilarity between generated samples and reference samples.
The APD score calculates the per-vertex average penetra-
tion depth averaged over all articulation simulation steps.
We defer its details to the supp.

Experimental settings. The number of projections are set
to 5 and 10 at the training time and the test time respectively.
The number of decomposed convexes may vary across cat-
egories and is detailed in the supp.

Quantitative experimental evaluation: Few-shot artic-
ulated mesh generation. We summarize the quantitative
evaluation results and comparisons to baseline methods on
each articulated object category in Table 1. We can make
the following observations: 1) We can achieve better aver-
age performance on every metric than the baseline models.
It demonstrates the power of our model to generate sam-
ples with better diversity, higher visual fidelity, and better
physical validity than previous models from a small number
of examples. 2) On relatively rich categories (containing
more than 30 instances) such as Scissors and Eyeglasses,
our model can always outperform baseline methods by a
large margin. It indicates that our model can cover a wider
distribution space than baseline methods by only training
on a few examples. 3) Our method can produce shapes with
higher visual fidelity and better physical validity but not as a
trade for diversity. By contrast, PolyGen generate samples
that are more physically correct but exhibits very limited
generative ability, i.e., poor COV and MMD scores.

Qualitative evaluation: Free deformation. In the free de-
formation setting, our model generates articulated meshes
by deforming an input reference shape. It draw samples
from the optimized object-level deformation coefficient dis-
tribution to deform input shapes. We draw deformed shapes
from four representative categories, including Eyeglasses,
Scissors, TrashCan, and Lamp in Figure 5. It demonstrates
the ability of our model to create diverse variations by de-
forming input reference shapes. Compared with previous
mesh deformation literature where the model always strug-
gles to depict large geometry variations in the learned de-
formation space, our model mitigates this issue and is able
to encode such deformations as observed in deformations
of TrachCan bodies (line 3 of Figure 5). It mainly credits

to our deformation coefficient distribution parameterization
strategy, which is fit by discrete deformation coefficients,
other than the uniform range adopted in [21].

Qualitative results: Target-driven deformation. We
also conduct the target-driven experiments to demonstrate
the superiority of our hierarchical deformation strategy
over previous deformation literature, i.e., DeepMetaHan-
dles [21], and Neural Cages [40]. As shown in Figure 7,
our model can deform shapes to be more similar to their
corresponding target shapes. It demonstrates the enhanced
flexibility of our deformation strategy.

Convex deformation synchronization. We visualize the
effectiveness of our convex deformation synchronization
design by showing how synchronized deformation bases
change shapes to produce plausible global mesh-level defor-
mations in Figure 8. Besides, though not imposed directly,
we do observe cross-instance similar deformation patterns,
as also observed in [21].

Physics-aware projection. We compare objects synthe-
sized by the network directly without and with physics-
aware shape optimization in Figure 6. Our shape optimiza-
tion design can improve the physical validity of sampled
shapes by resolving penetrations caused by either part trans-
lation (example 1 in Figure 6) or revolution (example 2,3,4),
in either the body part (example 1,2) or around the joint (ex-
ample 3,4).

5. Ablation Study

Transfer learning and fine-tuning for the convex-level
deformation module. In the few-shot generation design,
the transfer learning technique plays an important role in
enriching deformation space of the target category. Mean-
while, the fine-tuning process benefits the quality and di-
versity by learning category-specific deformation patterns.
Our further analysis demonstrates that 1) The transfer learn-
ing’s power can be boosted by increasing the amount of
source data and is related to the affinity between source and
target categories; 2) The fine-tuning process is crucial for
us to maintain high quality while achieving high diversity.
We create three ablated models by ablating the transfer-
ring learning (“Ours w/o Transfer”), using half amount of
the original data for transferring (“Ours w/ Transfer (Half
Data)”), and ablating the fine-tuning process (“Ours w/o
Fine-tuning”) and test their performance. Observations in
Table 2 can validate the importance of the transfer learning
and the fine-tuning process.

Hierarchical mesh deformation. We adopt the divide-and-
conquer philosophy and design a hierarchical mesh defor-
mation strategy to learn a diverse mesh deformation space.
To demonstrate its superiority over simple part-level defor-
mation and composition, we ablate such design and treat
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Table 1. Quantitative evaluation. Comparison between our method and baseline models on the few-shot articulated mesh generation task. MMD is
multiplied by 103 and APD is multiplied by 102. Bold numbers for best values. “Avg.” means “Average Performance”.

Method
Storage

Furniture Scissors Eyeglasses Oven Lamp TrashCan Avg.

MMD (↓)
PolyGen [26] 4.447 3.020 8.426 7.477 12.478 9.817 7.611

DeepMetaHandles [21] 1.031 1.854 6.414 7.730 8.560 9.213 5.800
Ours 1.058 1.495 6.062 7.009 7.133 8.430 5.198

COV (%, ↑)
PolyGen [26] 19.23 9.76 8.33 60.00 37.50 14.29 24.85

DeepMetaHandles [21] 43.93 24.63 15.00 60.00 50.00 17.14 35.12
Ours 75.33 57.89 29.82 60.00 62.50 17.14 50.45

1-NNA (%, ↓)
PolyGen [26] 99.46 98.28 98.71 98.04 99.22 92.68 97.73

DeepMetaHandles [21] 97.72 98.07 98.33 98.50 94.65 86.05 95.55
Ours 97.76 97.02 98.26 96.59 92.44 72.09 92.36

JSD (↓)
PolyGen [26] 0.0791 0.2317 0.1350 0.2044 0.2761 0.2269 0.1922

DeepMetaHandles [21] 0.0697 0.2277 0.0960 0.1768 0.2172 0.1881 0.1626
Ours 0.0290 0.1274 0.0681 0.1597 0.1874 0.0994 0.1118

APD (↓)
PolyGen [26] 0.1305 0.2592 0.0479 0.2548 5.323 0.0256 1.0068

DeepMetaHandles [21] 0.2990 1.6670 0.3682 0.4408 6.3020 1.6961 1.7955
Ours 0.1700 1.3520 0.1707 0.1602 5.993 0.0693 1.3192

Table 2. Ablation study w.r.t. convex-level deformation transfer learning, hierarchical mesh generation, and physics-aware deformation correction. For
metrics of each ablated version, we report their average value over all categories. MMD is multiplied by 103 and APD is multiplied by 102. Bold numbers
for best values. Italics numbers for the second-best one.

Ablation Type Method MMD (↓) COV (%, ↑) 1-NNA (%, ↓) JSD (↓) APD (↓)
Hierarchical deformation Ours w/o Hier. 7.170 36.41 95.43 0.1492 1.4964

Transfer learning &
Fine-tuning

Ours w/o Transfer 5.424 46.64 93.01 0.1159 1.3822
Ours w/ Transfer (Half Data) 5.201 49.43 92.81 0.1130 1.3365

Ours w/o Fine-tuning 6.538 43.20 94.70 0.1437 1.4530

Physics-aware
deformation correction

DeepMetaHandles w/ Phy. 6.980 37.20 95.69 0.1587 1.5705
Ours w/o Phy. 5.211 50.83 92.57 0.1060 1.8079
Ours w/o TTA 5.214 50.71 92.31 0.0992 1.6443

N/A Ours 5.198 50.45 92.36 0.1118 1.3192

parts as the leaf deformation units (denoted as “Ours w/o
Hier.”). As shown in Table 2, this way we observe imme-
diate dropping of the performance on all metrics measuring
the generative ability. This further evidence the value of
our fine-grained decomposition and the hierarchical defor-
mation space learning.

Physics-aware deformation correction. We design Lphy

and Lproj to provide physical supervision and perform
collision response-based shape optimization respectively.
This way we are able to improve the physical validity
of shapes deformed by our framework. To further vali-
date them as solid contributions and versatile strategies not
only work for our method, we create the following vari-
ants and test their performance: 1) “Ours w/o Phy.” by
ablating both the shape optimization and the physical su-
pervision, 2) “Ours w/o TTA” by only ablating the shape
optimization strategy at the test time, and 3) “DeepMeta-
Handles w/ Phy” by integrating such two designs into the
baseline DeepMetaHandles’s framework. From Table 2,
we can make the following observations: 1) Our physics-
aware correction strategy is a versatile design that can be
easily integrated into another deformation-based mesh gen-
erative model, improving its performance effectively; 2)

Only training-time physics-aware corrections can improve
physical-related performance by guiding the convex-level
deformation module stably and effectively; 3) Further im-
posing test time optimizations is important for us to arrive
at high-quality samples finally.

6. Conclusion and Limitations
We tackle the few-shot articulated mesh generation prob-

lem with 1) a hierarchical deformation model with transfer
learning; and 2) a deformation correction scheme.
Limitations. Currently, our work is limited to a category-
level setting with the articulation chain and the range of ar-
ticulation states assumed known. Developing a generation
method without such assumption would increase its prac-
tical value and is an interesting future research direction.
Besides, the deformation correction scheme relies on hand-
crafted chain of articulation states to detect self-penetrations
and optimize shapes based on that. A natural alternative
can be detecting articulation states from real-world images.
Moreover, the quality of our generated results are restricted
by that of the training data. A smart self-correction strategy,
beyond mitigating self-penetrations only, may be designed
to improve the validity.
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